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The British are well known
for their conversations over 
the weather, and this summer
probably produced more than
usual because it never really
developed did it?

A review of the BBC weather
programme recently said it was
the cloudiest and wettest July
since 1988, concluding that 
that year as well as this was a
stinker! The summer has been
full of celebration with the
Golden Jubilee and Common-
wealth Games, but back to 
the subject of weather, how

brave the participants were in
the closing ceremony of the
Commonwealth Games in Man-
chester where it poured down
relentlessly. Our gardens have
looked all the better for it
though and I wonder if you
possibly got more cards made
than usual.

The Autumn seems to have
started in a pleasant way so far
and this time yesterday I was
dining in the open air in a Bistro
in Paris. My husband Peter and
I went there for just 24 hours 
to celebrate our 21st wedding
anniversary. It felt quite an ad-
venture especially as we were
leaving our teenage boys on
their own for the very first time
(which they survived and the
house was still in a reasonable
state on our return).

How things have moved on
since our honeymoon there. We
flew on Easyjet for an amazing
£5 fare going there and £15 on
the return. The flight took 50
minutes and we were then able
to just walk to the hotel. The 
following morning we took a
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train into Paris and wandered
around many favourite sights in
glorious sunshine feeling miles
away from the pressures of
modern day life. Euros made
shopping easy, not that I needed
an excuse to visit the Galleries
Lafayette. I spent some time in
their greeting card department
and was surprised to see many
English cards in the racks, but 
at cheaper prices than they
would have been back home.

The French too are keen 
on card making as there were
many blank cards on display
and a good range of rubber
stamps and accessories. We
have many subscribers to this
magazine from around the
world and the hobby of card
making is truly international. So
it’s into the Christmas card sea-
son and another issue packed
full of wonderful designs to add
richness to the festive season.

Best Wishes



Glass Painting
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By Nikki Harvey
Glass painting is very popular but often

beginners are put off doing projects because of
the outlining. It takes a fair amount of practice to
get a reasonable outline and, I don’t know about
you, but I certainly find that where several lines
join my outlines become solid blocks. Maybe one
day! In the meantime, while I hone my skills,
painting into Gold Label stickers is a very accept-
able alternative and I think this one works
extremely well. Colours are up to you but I am
listing what I have used as a starting point.

Materials Required:
Glass paints in the following colours: Lemon,
Dark Ultramarine, Vermillion, Light Green,
Turquoise, Violet, Brown and Colourless.
Gold Label stickers: XL178U-01, wise men.
Acetate sheet: PET01.
Fine paintbrush.
White spirit.
Kitchen paper.
Soft, lint free cloth.
Double sided tape.
Card mount: DA78M-39, Gold.

To Make The Card:
Remove the label from the backing and place

face down on a clean sheet of paper. This allows
the label to relax back to it’s original shape if it
distorted as it was peeled. 

Lay the acetate sheet onto the label and press
firmly all over using a soft, lint free cloth to 
make sure it is well stuck. Turn it face up and
leaving it on the paper, begin to paint.

Keep in mind that the label lines are not 
nearly as deep as outliner usually is and if too
much paint is applied it will easily flow into
other areas.

Begin anywhere you like on the design and
paint all of the same colour before moving onto
the next. Clean the brush with white spirit
between colours and wipe on kitchen paper
before using the next colour.

Try to work in an area away from the one 
you have just completed, allowing the colour to
dry a little. This will reduce the chance of colour
leakage between areas. The orange in my design
is a mix of red and yellow. Mix colours on a
spare piece of acetate and go gently to avoid
bubbles forming. To get a paler colour, mix with
the clear, colourless paint, not white.

For the faces and hands use approximately 
six parts of colourless paint to one part of brown,
blend gently and test on the edge of the mixing
sheet. Paint all the hands and faces then add a 
little more brown to the remainder of the mixed
paint for the beard on the leftmost wise man.
Leave to dry for approximately 24 hours. 

Trim to leave a 1cm wide border all round
and add a little border beneath the picture, I 
used a row of diamonds. Mount into the card
using double sided tape around the edges only.



3D Découpage
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This design is shown in an AP48G card.
Cut out parts shown. Cut between wings
and head where shown. Gently curve the
back wing down, sticky fix into place.

Cut out parts as shown. Cut between 
head and body and harp as shown. Cut
dress above sleeve as shown, sticky fix 
into place and glue dress where shown.
Sticky fix head into place.

By Jill Fawley
Jill Fawley has designed six pretty angels 

for our new Christmas 3D découpage sheets.
They have been painted as ‘pairs’ with matching 
dresses and facing opposite directions. They look
very lovely on their own, with their partner or as
a large ‘band’ on a background sheet.

The 3D découpage papers used are DC235 to
DC240 and they all fit AP48 cards. The designs
are also available in a smaller size DC241 to
DC246 which all fit AP78 cards.

The first layer of each design is a full print
which should be mounted into the card before
starting work on the cut layers. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and red lines show
where to glue.

You can make the designs more 3D by doing 
a little extra work just on the top layer of each
one as follows. 

Cut between the feathers on the outer edge 
of the wings following the black lines on the
print. Giving the cut wing tips a gentle curve
upward will really bring the wings forward 
nicely.

The dresses will look particularly good if you
cut between the folds, again following the black
lines on the print. Gently curve each individual

Cut out parts shown. Sticky fix hair into
place. Cut between sleeve and dress where
shown. Sticky fix dress into place and glue
where shown. Cut the sleeve at cuff as
shown. Sticky fix into place and glue at
cuff and shoulder as shown. 

fold around something like a fine pencil shaft or
a knitting needle (number 7 is a good size).
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1. This design is shown in an
AP48G card. Cut out parts
shown. Cut between the wings
and back arm where shown.
Sticky fix into place and gently
curve front wing edge up away
from back one and glue arm
where shown.

2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between sleeve and arm where
shown. Cut under chin, on
shoulder and under sleeve
where shown. Gently curve the
neck and the dress under the
sleeve downward a little. Sticky
fix into place and glue arms
where shown.

3. Cut out parts shown leaving
a little of the dress at the wrists.
Glue the fingers to the horn by
the end only as shown. Cut
between thumb and palm along
the black line of the picture and
curve palm down. Glue hands
into place by the dress, tucking
them under the sleeves of the
previous layer. Lift thumb of
back hand. Cut around the loop
of the bow where shown and
gently curve the hair down.
Sticky fix into place.

1. This design is shown in an
AP31G card. Cut out parts
shown. Cut between the wing
and face where shown. Cut
back sleeve where shown.
Gently curve the wing down
and sticky fix into place. Glue
sleeve where shown.

3. Cut out parts shown. Glue
top fingers into place at the 
end only. Cut sleeve where
shown. Sticky fix arm into
place and glue sleeve where
shown.

2. Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix hair into place and glue by
ear where shown. Cut back
sleeve where shown. Sticky 
fix into place and glue where
shown.

1 1
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Cut out parts shown. Cut
between face and wing as
shown. Sticky fix body into
place and glue shoulder
where shown. Cut between
ponytail and hair where
shown. Curve the ponytail
down and sticky fix into
place.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix hair into place, glueing
behind ear as shown. Cut
between dress and cymbal
where shown, sticky fix 
into place and glue where
shown.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix bow into place. Cut
sleeve where shown. Sticky
fix arm into place and glue
where shown. This design
is shown in an AP32G card. 

This design is shown in an
AP48G card. Cut out parts
shown. Cut back hand and
sleeve as shown. Sticky fix
into place and glue sleeve
where shown.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between head and violin as
shown. Cut between dress
and violin, and hand and
violin as shown. Sticky fix
body into place. Glue dress
and arm where shown,
tucking the end of the arm
under previous layer. Sticky
fix head into place.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix hair into place. Cut
below sleeve and sticky 
fix skirt into place glueing
the top and edges where
shown. Cut sleeve where
shown, sticky fix into place
and glue cuff and top
where shown.

This design is shown in an
AP48G card. Cut out parts
shown. Cut between wings
and hair as shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue hair
where shown.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between hair and face
where shown. Sticky fix
into place and glue where
shown. Cut between man-
dolin and dress as shown.
Sticky fix into place glueing
dress in 3 places shown.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
sleeve on crease as shown.
Glue other arm into place at
base where shown leaving
fingers free (or she can’t
play). Sticky fix hair into
place.



Autumn Elegance
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By Kath Powell

Materials Required:
Mint Green mulberry paper 13cm x 18cm.
20 Dried poppy seed heads in various sizes.
20 White seed beads.
Pressed autumn leaves and fern fronds.
Acrylic paint: White and Purple.
Tweezers, paintbrush and silicone glue.
Hand made parchment butterfly
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: DE01U-07, Parch Marque Lilac.

To Make The Card:
Paint the seed heads with white acrylic paint

as a primer. When the white has dried thorough-
ly, paint a top coat of purple over it and leave to
dry again.

Squeeze a little silicone glue onto an old piece
of card, pick up each seed bead in turn using the
tweezers, touch the bottom of the bead onto the
glue then place into the centre of a seed head.

Run a fine line of glue around the back of the
aperture and press the mulberry paper onto it.
Glue the card closed keeping the glue outside 
the aperture area otherwise it will show behind

the paper.
Arrange the

leaves around
the bottom of
the aperture
and use P.V.A.
to glue them
into position.
Arrange the
ferns within the
aperture using
the photo as a
guide, don’t
glue them just
yet. Place the
seed heads
between the
fronds with

large ones at the bottom and smallest at the top
so they look like delphinium spires, move the
fronds as necessary to get a good arrangement.
When you feel it looks right, carefully remove
the seed heads without disturbing the ferns. Pick
up and glue the ferns into place one at a time
using P.V.A.

Replace the seed heads and arrange as before.
Pick each seed head up in turn, squeeze a tiny
amount of silicone glue onto the centre back and
replace on the card. 

I have given you a diagram for the parchment
butterfly so you can make one if you like. Or you
could use a Gold Label butterfly.

Pressed leaves and
ferns are also perfect
for making lovely
autumnal forests. The
different shades with-
in the leaves add a
real sense of depth. 



Snowflake Sparkle
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By Louise McSweeney
This little set of cards use very simi-

lar materials between them. I have listed
all of them so you can make the whole
set if desired.

Materials Required:
65mm Snowflake stamp by Jakar.
Snowflake paper punch: PPU10 (similar).
White snowflake sequins: SEQ51.
Icicle fabric paint: FP07.
Lilac ink pad: STP53.
Gold Label: Stars: XL175U-02 Silver
Gold Label: Merry Christmas: 
XL065U-02 Silver (similar).
Scissors.
White corrugated card 6cm square.
Thin White card.
Sticky backed Blue pearly paper.

Sticky backed embossed Blue pearly
paper.
Sticky fixers.
Card mount: DEC6U- 30, White.

To Make The Cards:
All the cards have large stamped

snowflakes as the main item, so I will
describe the method for this and talk
about the individual cards afterward.
Any large snowflake stamp will give a
similar result if you can’t get hold of 
one the same as mine.

Stamp the snowflake onto thin white
card using the lilac ink pad and leave for
a couple of minutes to dry. Using the 
icicle fabric paint, draw thick lines along
all the snowflake arms and fingers leav-
ing just a narrow edge of lilac ink each
side. Leave to dry thoroughly for at least
a couple of hours. While the paint is 
drying you can get to work on the rest 
of the design.
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I found this beautiful pearly paper and
embossed pearly paper with an adhesive back-
ing, you can often find it on sale in department
stores as Christmas wrapping paper without the
adhesive backing. In which case you can stick
photomount onto the back of the sheet before
cutting it out to get the same result.

One Snowflake Card:
Make one snowflake as described and cut it

out. Cut eight 2cm squares from embossed pearly
blue and eight 2cm squares and one 4cm square
from smooth pearly blue. Punch eight snow-
flakes from white paper or thin card.

Stick the 2cm squares evenly round the edge
of the card alternating between the smooth and
embossed surfaces. Glue the 6cm square of corru-
gated paper onto the centre of the card and stick
the 4cm square of smooth blue onto the centre 
of this. Glue a snowflake onto each of the 2cm
smooth blue squares.

Run a line of icicle paint around the edge of
the white square and leave to dry before sticking
the snowflake onto the centre with pieces of
sticky fixer.

Two Snowflake Card:
Make two snowflakes as described, cut them

out and use pieces of sticky fixer to attach them

to the card using the photo to guide you. Cut 
six 2cm squares from embossed blue paper and
stick three into each corner. Add a sequin snow-
flake to the centre square in each of the two 
corners using a small piece of sticky fixer to
mount each of them.

Three Snowflake Card:
Make three snowflakes as described 

and cut them out, use pieces of sticky fixer
to attach them to the card leaving a space
at the bottom left.

Stick a Gold Label greeting into the
space and decorate the card with some 
silver stars.

Four Snowflake Card:
Make four snowflakes as described and

cut them out. Cut five 2cm squares and
eight oblongs each 1cm x 2cm from the
embossed paper. Stick the paper oblongs
round the edge of the card mount.

Stick a blue square onto the centre of 
the card and the remaining squares evenly
around it using the photo to guide you.
Stick three oblongs along the top, three
along the bottom and one in the middle 
of each side.

Stick the snowflakes onto the four
squares surrounding the centre one using
pieces of sticky fixer.



Super 3D Stickers
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By Jenny Kearley
Gold Label stickers are really popular and

being so versatile they are great for using with 
all sorts of crafts, often helping to give a smart
result very quickly. Here I have combined 3D
découpage, parchment craft and dimensional
glitter paint with a Gold Label design to create 
a pleasing card.

Materials Required:
Tracing paper: TR003 55mm x 70 mm approx.
Paper, approx. sizes: Lavender 55mm x 60mm,
Red 55mm x 60mm and Bright Green 
70mm x 160mm.
Embossing tool and mat.
Red Sparkle Tulip fabric paint.
Craft knife or scissors.
Coloured pens or pencils: Yellow, Light Brown,
Grey and Cream.
Gold Label sheet: XL182U-01 Gold.
Sticky fixers and P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: SF08U-45, Hammer White or
SF08M-89, Sapphire.

To Make The Card:
In this design I am only embossing the snowy

areas. There is no need to colour them because as
you emboss the tracing paper it turns white. The
remaining areas can only be coloured on the back
if you are not embossing them, otherwise they
have to be coloured on the front.

Keeping the sticker on it’s backing sheet, cut 
the first scene as shown making sure all the
leaves are complete as you cut them away from
the border.

Put the leaves aside for later and stick the cut
away scene onto a piece of parchment weight
tracing paper.
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Place this face down
and colour the doors and
windows yellow, the
smoke grey and the
buildings in brownish
colours. Gently emboss
the roofs, the snow on
the spire and the snowy
foreground. Add random
snowflakes to the sky by
gently pressing with the
embossing tool. Glue the
design onto a piece of
lavender paper using the
glue behind the border
area only.

Cut away any excess
tracing paper and laven-
der paper from round the edge of the sticker.
Glue the design onto the card mount. 

Keeping the sticker on it’s backing sheet, cut
the second scene apart as shown by the red line.
This time you are keeping the frame as complete
as possible by cutting
through the leaves. Put
the leaves aside to use
later.

Stick the scene onto a
piece of red paper. Cut
round the inside of the
frame (as shown by the
blue lines) to remove the
scene from the centre
and discard it. 

Cut the excess paper
from round the edge of
the frame. 

Using tiny pieces of
sticky fixer, stick it over
the first picture aligning
the frame edges carefully.

Stick the com-
plete set of leaves
saved from the first
scene onto a piece of
green paper. Cut out
the leaves as shown
by the red line to
remove the remains
of the frame and
excess paper. Sticky
fix into place cover-
ing the bits of red
leaves in the frame
beneath.

Cut out leaves
from the third scene
as shown right. Stick
the leaves onto
green paper, cut out
and sticky fix this
set of leaves over 
the previous layer.

Stick the incom-
plete set of leaves
saved from the 
second scene onto a
piece of green paper.
Cut out the leaves 
as shown by the red
line to remove odd
bits of leaves and
the excess green
paper.

Stick the leaves
into place on the card.

The last step is to
add the glitter to the
berries using sparkly
Tulip paint. To stop
the berries ‘blobbing’
together they need to
be added ‘one to each
bunch’ then allowed
to dry for a couple of
hours. 

Add another to
each bunch and allow
to dry again before
adding the final berry
to each bunch.

Add a Christmas
sticker and decorate
the card with stars if
desired.



To Make The Card:
Cut the brown hessian to

65mm square and glue onto
the card mount keeping it
towards the top.

Glue a 45mm square of
purple corrugated paper cen-
trally onto the hessian square.

Wind a length of fine gold
cord around the centre of the
star (about four times round
looks good) making sure you
begin and end on the same
face of the star. Glue the ends
to the back of the star and 
glue the star onto the corru-
gated paper.

By Sandie Goble
When making Christmas cards for all your

friends, you often don’t want a complicated
design that takes ages to replicate. This little
selection of designs are quick and easy to make
so everybody you know can experience a hand-
made card this year.

I have given materials and instructions for 
all the cards individually. You will also need an
SF03U card mount in the colour of your choice
and some P.V.A. Craft adhesive.

Ivy Leaf - Materials Required:
A pressed ivy leaf (at least two weeks 
of pressing required).
Gold metallic tissue paper.
Matt Gold spray paint. 
An old sheet of Christmas music that 
you no longer require.

To Make The Card:
Roughly tear the gold tissue paper to approxi-

mately 75mm square and glue onto the mount
keeping it towards the top of the card. Tear a
60mm square from an old sheet of Christmas

music and
glue this
centrally
onto the tissue paper.

Spray the pressed ivy leaf
with gold paint. Use in a well
ventilated room or outdoors
and protect surroundings with
old newspapers. Allow to dry
then glue onto the centre of 
the music square.

Star - Materials Required:
A wooden star 
approx. 30mm across.
65mm Hessian square.
Purple corrugated paper 
45mm square. 
A 20cm length of fine 
sparkly Gold cord.

Simply Seasonal
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Christmas Tree - Materials Required:
Christmas background
paper and a Christmas
tree paper punch.
Lilac paper or mulberry
paper.
Scrap of Silver foiled
card and a sticky fixer.

To Make The Card:
Tear a 70mm square

of lilac paper and glue
onto the card at an
angle.

Tear a 50mm square
of Christmas back-
ground paper and glue onto the lilac paper 
keeping it square to the card. 

Punch a tree from silver foiled card and stick
onto the centre of the background using a piece
of sticky fixer pad.

Crackers - Materials Required:
Handmade paper of your choice, I have used
blue and gold but other Christmas colours 
would work just as well.
Christmas wording background paper.
Gold foiled paper and Gold pipe cleaners.
Fine cord (any colour) and double sided tape.

To Make The Card:
Tear a piece of handmade paper to 70mm x

80mm and glue onto the card mount. Glue a
50mm x 60mm piece of torn Christmas backing
paper onto the centre of this. 

For each cracker, cut a piece of gold foil to
25mm x 50mm and a piece of pipe cleaner to
48mm. Stick a strip of double sided tape along
one long edge of the gold paper, place the pipe
cleaner onto the other long edge, peel the back-
ing from the tape and roll the gold paper around
the pipe cleaner to make a long thin tube. The
pipe cleaner will prevent the crackers from being
crushed in the post. 

Take a piece of thin cord, place it around a
cracker about 10mm in from one end. Cross the
ends over and pull gently, as though tightening 
a knot then remove the cord. Do this at each end
of the crackers to shape them. Glue the crackers
into place.

Gold Star - Materials Required:
Gold tissue paper.
Purple mulberry paper.
Gold gel pen and dimensional paint.

To Make The Card:
Tear a 55mm

square of purple
mulberry paper and
glue onto the card
mount. Cut a stylish
star from gold paper
and glue onto the
purple square. 

Add stars to the
mulberry and a hand
written greeting
using a gold gel pen.
Draw a border round
the star using dimen-
sional fabric paint to
complete the card.

13



Flower Frames
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By Liz Jervis

Materials Required:
Selection of pressed flowers.
Computer and colour printer.
Cocktail stick.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Selection of card mounts.

To Make The Cards:
I have been making cards from press-

ed flowers for several years, drawing the
borders and writing the words by hand.
If you are skilled in calligraphy and have
a very steady hand then hand drawn is
best, but I always felt that it detracted from my
cards’ overall appearance and was delighted to
find a computer program that will do this for 
me, I used Print Artist by Sierra.

edges. You can also customise the page size, set
this to the same size as the opened out card and
make it landscape format (for most standard
cards when opened out).

In the drawing package, drag the border to 
fit comfortably onto the front panel of the card
mount with an even
border all round. The
software will tell you
the exact size of the
object when you select
it. Remember, as your
page is showing the
whole card - the front
of the card is the right 

With Print Artist you simply choose a frame
and drag it out until it is the size you want. The
hardest part is making them print in the right
place on the card. 

First choose the size of card you want to use
and cut a few sheets of paper to the same size
(opened out). You can practice lining up on these
without wasting the card mounts. Most printer
software allows you to centre the image on the
page or place it an exact distance from any of the
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hand panel
when it is
opened out
and face up, so
draw the bor-
der etc. onto
the right hand
half of the
screen. Write
the greeting
and place it
where you
would like it to fit within the frame.

You can also print your name and/or other
details onto the back of the card at the same time,
place these on the left hand side of the screen so
they print out on the back panel, the usual place
to print these is toward the bottom of the card in
the centre. 

Dragging a guide line down the middle of 
the page where the card folds will help with 
centring objects on each side of the card. Print
out onto the paper first to check all is well, if not
adjust the layout before trying again. when you
are happy print out onto the greetings card.

If despite all your efforts you do find the
frame is slightly off-centre, you can often give 
the card a quick trim around to even it up.

Arrange a group of pressed flowers and
leaves within the frame and glue into position
using a cocktail stick to apply just a dab of glue
to each flower or leaf.



Mosaic Magic
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By Jenny Harpham

Materials Required:
Assorted colour foam rubber sheets: FRS20.
Craft knife and cutting mat.
Scissors.
Metallic pens, dimensional paint or glitter glue.
Tweezers.
Cocktail stick or fine paintbrush.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: DEC3U.

To Make The Card:
To make just one card you only need to use 

a small portion of each colour foam sheet, but if

you are making several cards, cut the whole
sheet and keep the colours in separate heaps 
or in small plastic food bags.

Using a pencil
and ruler lightly
mark one side of
the foam rubber
with lines 5mm
apart along two
edges to make
squared grid. Cut
the foam into 5mm
wide strips using
the craft knife and
a ruler to keep the
lines straight. Cut
the strips into 5mm
squares using the
grid lines to guide
you, it’s easier to
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do this using scissors
and it doesn’t matter
if they are not perfect-
ly even.

It’s best to lay out
the squares before
glueing to make sure
of their positions,
colours etc., most of
my squares are placed
approximately 2.5mm
apart but can be
adjusted to help the
design ‘flow’ where
needed.

Lay out the border design first, if there is one.
Start by placing squares in the top corners. Work
inward from each side along the top edge. then

work both sides and
across the bottom 
in the same way
adjusting them to 
fit as necessary.

Make sure any
pencil lines are on
the back of the
square and use a
cocktail stick or a
very fine paintbrush
to dab glue onto the
centre then reposi-
tion it onto the card,
using tweezers
makes this process 
a lot easier.

When working the picture squares start with
the centre of the design and work outward. 

Use metallic pens, dimensional paint or 
glitter glue to add details, outlines and wording.
The outlines help to re-inforce the shapes and
make them more recognisable. Another good
idea is to add white or silver snow dots to the

background, this gives the card
a really christmassy feel, as 
does a bit of glitter.

Painting or lining with pen
between the squares can help to
make the design look more solid
against backgrounds which are
darker in colour. I have done
this on the red card with the 
leaf pattern design on this page
and the candle design on the
blue card on the previous page.

Gold Label stickers can be
used for the wording instead if
your handwriting is not very
neat, they often have little extra
motifs, dots, stars etc. to embel-
lish the cards with as well.



By Jane Daniell

Materials Required:
Red card: 2 pieces at 2cm square, 
1 piece 2cm x 3cm and 1 piece 12cm x 14cm.
Shiny Black card 6cm x 8cm.
White textured card 6cm x 6cm.
Green card 10cm x 10cm.
Scrap of Pink paper.
Strip of White card 1.5cm x 14cm.
Tracing paper.
Pink and Black pens.
Carbon paper and a hole punch.
Gold dimensional paint.
Sharp scissors and sticky fixers.
Glue stick.
Card mount: SF01G-OV-GO-30, White.

Moving Santa
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Actual Size



Glue each leg to the top
of the boots overlapping 
the boots by about 3mm 
at the join.

Glue the pink paper
behind the hole in the
beard, using a black pen
draw in the eyes and a
happy smile. Add a round
nose using pink pen.

Glue the beard and face
onto the hat and glue the
pom-pom onto the end of
the hat.

Glue the black
belt onto the
body where
shown. Carefully
paint a buckle
and buttons in
gold dimensional
paint.

Glue the 
top of the legs
together at an
angle as shown
so the boots
point outward.
When the glue is
dry punch a hole
in the centre of the top. Punch two holes into the
top of each arm where marked with crosses.

To Make The Card:
Trace all the pattern pieces from the diagram

on the first page onto tracing paper and mark the
crosses on (to help with assembly later). Trace
each piece onto the appropriate coloured card
slipping the carbon paper between the tracing
and card to transfer the lines. Carefully cut out
all the Santa pieces.

Lay the pieces on the assembly diagram to
check positions and overlaps before glueing
them. Note that the arms, hands, legs and boots
are ‘handed’ so make sure you join left hand
pieces with each other and right hand pieces
with each other, don’t mix them up.

Lay each arm with it’s hand in position and
just touching. Glue the back of each cuff and
place over the joins.
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To check
everything is posi-
tioned correctly
place the arm and
leg assembly over
the body with the
arms pointing out
as shown, you
should be able to
see the marked
crosses through
the two holes in
the arms. If you can’t get them to centre exactly,
mark new crosses (as close as possible to the old
ones) through the holes using a different colour
pen so you can tell which are which.

Place the body
face down on the
work surface and
glue the remain-
ing two crosses
onto the body
using the marked
dots to centre
them onto.

Place the arm
and leg assembly
back over the
body, slipping the cross prongs through the inner
holes on each arm. Fold the prongs outward until
flat to secure. Place a small piece of sticky fixer
onto either side of
the body over the
two crosses still
showing on the
body.

Position Santa
onto the card and
mark a 2cm slot a
little above his eye
level onto the card
behind him. Cut
the slot and slip
the strip of white card through to the inside.
Position Santa onto the card with his arms out
and feet just below the bottom of the oval. Peel
off the backing from the sticky fixers each side
and press Santa into place. The top of the white
pull strip should be just below the top of the
card, if it is a little too high give it a trim.

Add the holly leaves to the bottom left and
top right of the card. The berries are made from
hole punched dots.

Draw a cross onto each of the three small red
pieces of card as shown. The width of each cross
bar must be no more
than 4mm, this is
important. Snip away
the four corner pieces
around each cross and
discard them. Fold
two opposite prongs
upward on the square
crosses, fold the
longer two prongs
upward on the larger
cross. 

Glue the larger
cross onto the white
strip approx. 1cm
from the bottom as
shown. Place the legs
over the two cross
prongs which are
folded up, slot the
prongs through the
punched hole and
place on the work
surface. 

Place each arm (thumbs pointing up) either
side of the legs, slot the cross prongs through the
punched hole near the end of each arm, fold the
the prongs outward until flat to secure. 
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Happy Batday
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By Lynda Brown
This card is very easy and quick 

to make and as it lends itself to many
different captions it could easily become
a favourite make.

Materials Required:
Black flock fabric 6cm x 14cm.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Gold circle offcut 82mm diameter or 
a hand cut circle.
Pair of 4mm wobbly eyes.
Scissors or a craft knife and a Black pen.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Purple.

To Make The Card:
Glue the ‘moon’ onto the card just above 

centre. Trace the bat onto tracing paper, place 
the tracing face down onto the back of the flock
fabric and retrace over the lines to transfer them.
Felt or paper will work just as well if you can’t
get hold of flock fabric. Cut the bat out and glue
it onto the card so it is silhouetted against the

moon on a slight diagonal. Glue on the eyes and
add the greeting using a black pen.

Why not try other colour combinations like
blue and cream, a silver moon also looks really
good with blue or purple. There is scope for
change with the eyes too, try drawing them with
a silver pen, or use paper cut-outs or ‘stick on’
dots adding the pupil with a pen. If you are 
likely to make many variations, trace the bat 
onto thick tracing paper and use it to draw 
round like a stencil.

Actual Size



Oh Little Town
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By Rev. William G. Ramsay
These charming little scenes are easy to make

and yet they look so stylish. The buildings have
been ‘mass produced’ on a computer but the
design would work equally well with a hand
drawn image. If you don’t have access to a 
computer you could use a similar method by
drawing several buildings onto one sheet before
photocopying them onto thin card.

Materials Required:
Black card 30mm x 75mm.
Thin White card 20mm x 70mm.
Fine Black felt tipped pen.
Navy corrugated card 42mm x 190mm.
Peel off sticker Happy Christmas.
Craft knife and ruler.
Sticky fixer pad.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount SF08U-30, White.

To Make The Card:
Position and glue the navy panel on the left

hand side of the card leaving approx. 12mm 
from the fold and centred top and bottom. 

Using the black pen and a ruler draw the
houses onto white card following the diagrams
below or make your own arrangement. Drawing
the houses on the computer and printing out
gives nice, clean black lines but careful drawing
will also give good results. 

Trim around the buildings using a knife and
ruler leaving approximately 1mm of white
beyond the black lines.

Use black card to cut the foreground, again I
have given a diagram to follow or you can work
freestyle and create your own. It is important to
keep the bottom and side edges straight though.

Actual Size
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Position the
building behind the
black foreground
and glue into place.
Cut the sticky fixer
into two or three
pieces and stick
them onto the back
of the house strip.
Peel off the backings
and stick the strip
onto the card align-
ing the left and 
bottom edges with
the left and bottom
edges of the blue
panel. Add a single gold star and some peel off
wording to complete the design.

Left: This design is layered in reverse, the inner red
layer is the deepest and the outer red frame is in front.
This makes the building appear to be more distant than
working the other way round. Cut the centre from a red
deckled panel to leave a 12mm wide frame. Cut a 43mm
x 57mm rectangle from the centre from a pre-printed
cream card to make an aperture beneath the wording,
then trim to make an overall size of 75mm x 115mm.
Glue the printed panel centrally onto the centre piece
cut from the red deckled panel. Mount the house strip
into the bottom of the centre red panel and glue the
outer red frame centrally over the design. Glue onto 
the card mount and add a gold star.

Above: This design uses a black circle with a silver 
holographic circle inside it. The star is hand cut and 
the mount was pre-printed.
Right: Very similar to the main card, the buildings are
simplified fitting just the width of the panel. The posi-
tioning of the star and wording is different.



Catherine Collet
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Designer Profile
In the early eighties, I was about to go off 

and live in Australia for two years and having
always been very
impressed by the
meticulous artwork
of traditional Swiss
paper cutting, I
decided to give it a
try. This craft did
not require sophis-
ticated tools or
unusual materials
and I easily found
space in my luggage for a pair of nail scissors
and a pack of black cutting paper.

After a few weeks of intensive practice I was
able to produce quite detailed postcard size 
cuttings. I started with traditional Swiss themes
such as, cows, pine trees and chalets, then as 
my skills improved 
I looked for local 
subjects and found
koalas, kangaroos
and a large variety of
native plants. As the
months went by my
cuttings became more
and more detailed,
their size increased
and I decided to
frame some of them.

Back in Switzer-
land in 1986, I started
to participate in local

exhibitions with a collection of diverse themes on
various formats. From time to time I select some
of my old designs or make new ones to print as
greetings cards. Sometimes I make cuttings for
friends and relatives for special events such as
weddings, birthdays or anniversaries. It’s always 
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challenging to find ideas for different
events and subjects using this technique.

The traditional Swiss paper cutting
technique makes use of special paper
which is black on the front and white 
on the reverse. It must be strong enough
to resist hours of handling, but not too
thick for precise cutting. The drawing
would be done on the white side using

pencil. Scissors
must be small,
pointed and
sharp enough
to cut intricate
contours with-
out damaging
the paper.
After several
trials I have
chosen to use
tiny nail scis-
sors, either
curved or
straight.

Traditional
Swiss designs
are always 
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symmetrical, each half being the same.
The piece of paper is folded in half with
the white outside, the open end is taped
to keep the sides aligned neatly. All the
components of the motif must be con-
nected together to produce a single piece
of paper once the cutting is unfolded.
I’ve found these two constants very 
motivating and challenging while trying
to fill the whole surface of the paper
with intricate patterns.

The cutting is pasted or glued onto a
stiff white paper or thin card. Apply the
transparent paper glue with a cocktail
stick for accuracy as it is important to
use a thin layer and to keep it away from
the very edges of the intricate design.

One can of course depart from the basic
rules by making non-symmetrical designs,
assembling individual pieces or even by using
coloured paper. Colour behind just small parts
of the design can look beautiful and a small
individual item cut from coloured paper and
added to the design also works extremely well.

For symmetrical parts of these designs, fold
and tape the paper as before and cut all the
symmetrical parts of the design. Then carefully
remove the tape and unfold to cut the non-
symmetrical parts. 

If you have not done intricate paper cutting
before, begin with simple designs and try more
complex ones as your skills improve.



Happy Birthday: I placed the punched aeroplane on a bright
blue off-cut with fluffy white punched clouds.
Thank You: Flowers punched from different colours and
placed around the card. There are several border punches
which make teardrop shaped punch-outs as waste when the
design is punched, I used these teardrop shapes as ‘dashes’ 
to join my flowers into a ring.
Happy Anniversary Cats: I punched two cats onto black card
and reversed one so they face each other with a red punched
heart between them.
Happy Easter: Punched 
eggs decorated with the
punch-outs from border
punches again.
Happy Anniversary Bells:
Again the decorative pieces
are punch-outs from border
punches. I have added rub
down numbers as they
need to be quite small how-
ever, these are becoming
harder to find. The peel off
numbers tend to be a little
too large, the smallest I
have found are on XL425U
the football sheet.

Terrific Tags
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By Margaret Bowyer
I love to make my own tags from off-cuts for any

occasion, and for Christmas plenty are required.
They are so simple to make using paper punches and
small rubber stamps or peel off stickers that they
need little explanation - here are a few of my ideas!

Materials Required:
Small oval off-cuts.
Selection of paper punches.
Scraps of thin card or paper in various colours.
Rubber stamp greetings in a small size 
or peel off stickers.
Hole punch.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.

To Make The Tags:
Simply take a selection of off-cuts in colours you

like and punch a hole centrally into one end of each.
Add a greeting using a rubber stamp or peel off 
sticker and decorate with paper punched shapes in
matching or contrasting colours.



Foil Flair
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By Pauline Kam
Something most of us have in the house

already is kitchen foil and although it does
not hold it’s shape as well as stiffer embossing
foils and may damage easily, it’s accessible,
looks really good and is fine for cards which
won’t get handled too much.

Materials Required:
Kitchen foil.
Ball point pen and a Gold marker pen.
Pencil, ruler and tracing paper.
Embossing pad.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive and small glue brush.
Card mount: AP12G-GO-35, Black/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Place a piece of tracing paper over the dia-

gram below and trace all the lines in pencil. 
Place a piece of kitchen foil shiny side up

onto an embossing pad or a folded tea towel,
then place the tracing pencil side up onto 
the foil. 

Using a ball point pen, carefully retrace
over all the lines to emboss the foil, don’t
press too hard as kitchen foil tears easily.

Brush a layer of P.V.A. glue all over the
shiny side and leave to dry. Go over the image again to reinforce the embossing then brush

on another layer of P.V.A., this will help the image 
to keep it’s shape.

Cut round the embossed foil border on the main
design and the little squares approximately 1mm
from the lines. 

Cut a spare piece of foil the same size as the
main design, fold the card mount and place the
spare piece centrally into the aperture, tack it
into place with tiny pieces of tape in just a couple
of places. 

Open the card out and write the lettering around
the foil in gold pen making sure you finish outside
the aperture area.

Remove the piece of foil and glue the card closed.
Very carefully and handling them as little as possible
glue the foil designs onto the card.

Actual Size
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Here are two more designs I enjoyed making
using the same method. Fill the star design with
small squiggles and lines to give a pleasing fill.
I have glued the star onto card and used sticky
fixers to stick it onto the card mount to make it
three dimensional.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Harvest Mice
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By Conny Jones

Materials Required:
Fimo soft clay: Deep Green, Mid Green, 
White, Conker Brown, Red, Black, 
Pale Yellow and Beige.
Plastic work board.
Non-stick baking parchment or tracing paper.
Craft knife.
Cocktail stick.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: SF03P-OV-30, White/Grey oval.

To Make The Card:
Always work the clay until it is soft and 

pliable. For a more professional finish when
adding details such as eyes, noses etc. to a piece,
make a small indent with a cocktail stick first,
this allows the item to ‘sit into’ the object it is
placed onto. The diagrams are all actual size so
you can easily check the sizes and shapes of your
pieces as you mould them. Small variations will
not matter to the finished design.

Picture 4 shows the completed design, place 
a piece of non stick baking parchment over the
picture and assemble the pieces onto it as you
make them, you can simply pop the whole thing
into the oven after assembling without having to
transfer it to foil.

Picture One: 
Using deep green clay mould the wide grasses

as shown. The blade of grass on the right hand
side should be made straight then given a twist
close to the top. 

Roll some mid green clay to make a long
round strip about 1mm wide and make the
poppy stems by cutting lengths off and bending
to shape. Mould the poppy seed heads using mid
green with conker brown for the tops, use the
cocktail to stick indent the lines onto the tops.
Picture Two:

Make the poppy petals from red clay, place
the four outer petals together overlapping the
edges very slightly then place the centre petal
over them as shown. Make nine tiny black dots
and add to the centre petal, mix a tiny piece of
beige with a little pale yellow to make the circle 

1

Actual Size
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in the very centre. After
placing the poppy onto
the tracing assembly
use the cocktail stick to
gently lift and shape
the edges of the petals
in several places to give
it some depth.

Roll some beige clay
to make a long round
strip about 1.5mm
wide. Make the wheat
stem by cutting a
length off and bending
to shape. Save the
remainder of the strip
for the other wheat
stems later.

Make twenty small
white ovals with slightly pointed ends for the
daisy petals, use the cocktail stick to mark a line
down the centre of each as shown. Make two
rough circles from pale yellow and place ten
petals round each pressing gently together to
make the two daisy heads.
Picture Three:

Make the last two wheat stems from the
remainder of the beige strip. Roll a short length
of deep green to a 1mm wide strip, bend to make
the daisy stem and cut to length. Tuck the top
end just under the daisy petal and the lower end
under the poppy flower.

Make 40 small beige ovals with slightly point-
ed ends for the ears of wheat, a little variation 
in the sizes
will help to
make the
wheat look
more natu-
ral and the
centre ear is
made with
slightly
larger pieces
overall than
the other
two. Press
the pieces
gently
together to
form the
wheat ears
shaping as
shown.

Picture Four:
Remove the parchment assembly

from the last picture while you make
the mice, you can replace it to position
the mice later if required. Mould the
mice bodies from conker brown, these
should be rounded so they are approxi-
mately 5mm to 6mm deep. Make four
small flat conker brown ovals with flat
bottoms for ears. Attach two to each
mouse curling them round to shape.
Make four tiny black dots for the eyes
and press them into place. Mix a little
white with some red and make two
pink noses, press these onto the mice.
Roll a strip of conker brown to 1.5cm
wide and make the two mouse tails
gently attaching them to the bodies.

Put the assembled design into the
oven and refer to the packaging for baking
instructions, it’s usually about 30 mins at 130˚C.
If you were using tracing paper, remember to
remove the work and place it onto foil instead
for baking. 

Once the fimo has cooled, glue it onto the
card placing it centrally inside the oval shape.

2
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Pinhole Patterns
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By Vi Lawrence

Materials Required:
Tracing paper.
Single needle pricking tool.
Perforating mat.
Sticky tape and masking tape.
Thin White card 7.5cm x 13cm.
Thick Silver thread.
Gold Label Happy Birthday: XL037U-02 
(similar).
Card mount: PS007 White with a Silver edge.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

below and mark the position of each dot. Place
the opened card face up on the perforating mat
and position the tracing close to the top of the
indented panel on the front of the card and cen-
trally from side to side. Use a little masking tape
to prevent it from moving while you work.

Prick each hole
through the trac-
ing and the card
mount using the
single needle tool
then remove the
tracing from the
card.

Secure the end
of the thread on
the back of the
card using sticky
tape. Bring the
needle up at hole
1 and back down
at hole 16, then
bring the needle
back up through
hole 17.

Actual Size
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Take the needle down at 2,
back up at 3 and down at 18.
Continue working round the
design in this way. Note that
holes 1, and 16 to 26 are used
twice in making the design. 

On the last stitch bring the
needle back up through hole 26
and down through hole 1. Cut
the end of the thread and tape
to the back of the front panel.

Add the Gold Label greeting
and a couple of stars to finish.
Lots of sticker sheets have little
stars you could use, or try
XL175U-02 for a sheet of mixed
size silver stars.

Glue a piece of thin card
over the back of the card panel
to hide the back of your work.

This gold option is worked
in the same way as the silver
one but uses a different pinhole
pattern, below left.

Tape the end of the thread
to the back of the front panel 
as before. 

Bring the needle up at hole
1 and back down through hole
15. Come back up at hole 16,
down at hole 2 and back up at
hole 3. Work your way round
the pattern finishing by bring-
ing the needle up at 15 and
back down through 29. Cut and
tape the thread on the back of
the panel.

Actual Size



Fruit Baskets
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By Simone Whipp

Materials Required:
Fimo Soft Clay: Deep Green, Orange, 
Very Dark Mauve, Yellow and Dark Beige.
Plastic work board.
Craft knife.
Kitchen foil.
Cocktail stick.
Cream oval offcut 76 x 114.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U-11, Orange.

To Make The Card:
Before moulding the shapes work the clay 

in your hands until it softens or the shapes will
crack and split. Place the pieces onto the dia-
grams to check their size and shape, if they 
are not identical, don’t worry it will add to the
individuality of the design. 

Use Picture 4 to assemble all the pieces in
their correct places, before transferring them 
to a piece of foil for baking. 

Picture 1. Begin by making the basket using
dark beige. Make two flat pieces as shown, don’t

make them too thin as the bas-
ket needs to stay open.

Roll a length of dark beige
for the handle until it is 2 to
3mm wide, cut it to 95mm long.
Bend the handle round laying
the ends over the back of the
basket. Place the front of the
basket over the back pressing
gently round the bottom and
sides to join.

The front of the basket is a
little wider than the back as it
needs to accommodate the
width of the fruit. To keep the
basket open and support the
fruit, make a wedge of dark
beige to place inside.

1
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Picture 2. Roll a good length of dark
beige approx. 2 to 3mm wide for the  
basket trimmings. Cut off two 20cm
lengths and holding at one end twist
them as shown on the left. Lay the twist-
ed fimo across the front of the basket in
the three places shown and cut to length.

Lay an untwisted length across the
basket in the two places shown and cut
to size. Gently press all the pieces onto
the basket.

Picture 3. Mould the round fruit using the
circles as a guide to size and colour (the grapes
are very dark mauve). Mould the bananas using
the picture as a guide to size, make them with
fat middles and tapered ends curved to shape 
as shown.

Picture 4. Place all the pieces into the basket
as shown or make up your own arrangement 
if you prefer. Transfer the finished design onto 
a piece of kitchen foil and bake in the oven fol-
lowing the instructions on the fimo packet as
they can vary. 

While the fimo is baking glue the offcut cen-
trally onto the front panel of the card. I have
stamped some little motifs onto my offcut so it

is not so plain. You can use an AP07U aperture
card with a piece of cream card mounted into
the aperture if you don’t have an oval offcut
handy, it will look just the same.

2
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Pleasing Paper
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By Sarah Knight
Paper pricking is a growing hobby

and many beautiful templates are
available in shops. It’s quite simple to
do and requires few tools, yet different
results are easily achieved.

Materials Required:
Paper pricking template: PAP40 
Xmas Border 1.
Pricking pens: fine, PAP15 and 
extra fine, PAP48.
Paper pricking mat: PAP01.
Fine point pens: Green, Yellow, Red,
Grey and Blue.
Clear tape.
Card mount: SF03U-30, White.

To Make The Card:
Outlines on the template need to be drawn 

on the front of the card and paper pricking is
done from the back, so careful re-aligning of the
template between steps is vital. This gives a
smooth finish to the back and a slight bump
around each hole on the front of the card which
is both attractive and tactile. 

Place the card opened out and face up on the
work surface. The template can be used either
way over, place it centrally over the front panel
of the card facing the way you want the finished
design to be viewed and tape it into place.

Carefully draw around the central picture, 
the four stars and the lines beside them using the
fine point pens and following the picture for
colours.

Place the card with the template still attached
onto the pricking mat and make two guide holes
for re-alignment by pricking through the top left
and bottom right holes in the triple dot border.
Carefully remove the tape to separate the card
from the template.

Turn the card and template over and place 
the template over the back of the front panel (the
template should now be reversed so the picture
faces the opposite way to the front view). Line 
up the guide dots with the triple dot border holes
and tape across the top of the template only to
keep it in place. Flap the template up and close
up the guide dots by rubbing over them with
your thumbnail until flat. 

Fix the template more securely and place 
it with the card onto the pricking mat. Place the
pricking mat on an old magazine or folded news-
paper to avoid damage to the table. 

Work every hole on the template using the
extra fine tool, prick right through the card and
any tape which is in the way of the holes. Use 
the fine tool to go over the few larger holes on
the template. Check that all the holes are pricked
through by turning the work over and looking at
it from the other side or by holding it up to the
light. Carefully remove the template and fold 
the card to finish.



Border Designs
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By Patricia Rothera
These designs are made using card mounts

which have flowers and ribbons embossed onto
the front panel. I use the embossed design as a
guide for my decorations. Please refer to issue 
18 for tatted picot flower instructions (or one of
several other issues which show them).

Materials Required:
Mixture of threads in Christmas colours.
Glitter glue: Gold and Green.
Small piece of tartan ribbon.
Gold holographic sequins.
Scrap of thin card.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: AP80R-59, Natural White.

To Make The Card:
Make nine flowers in red and three flowers in

red and silver worked together, with eight picots
each. Glue the card closed keeping the glue to
the edges of the flap and away from the aperture. 

Begin with the top flower, glueing it into
place. Lay the sequins and remaining red flowers
out on the card to determine the best position 
for them, then glue them into place. 

Cut the thin card to make a pot then fold and
glue the tartan ribbon over the
card. Glue the pot onto the card
tucking the bottom corners just
under the aperture edge and
leaving a little room for the 
glitter tinsel to fit under the last
row of flowers.

Add a dot of gold glitter 
glue to the centre of each flower
and draw the curved tinsel lines
between the rows of flowers
also using the glitter glue.

Glue the three red and silver
flowers over the embossed
flower design on the mount and
trace over the embossed ribbon
with glitter glue.

The flowers on the other two cards are made
using white cotton, with fine strands of red, gold
and green all worked together to make the picot
flowers. The designs are peel off labels with clear
glitter sprinkled onto P.V.A. glue to add sparkle.



Window Mosaic
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By Denise Love
This card came about because I wanted to

find a use for the odd bits of thread left over
from other stitching projects. The card I used 
was an AP36G-GO-24, Dark Green.

I marked the shape of the aperture onto fabric
then marked lines randomly over the window
for the glass sections. Then each time I had a
length of thread left over I stitched it into the
window. When the whole window was filled
with coloured patches I back stitched between
them using black embroidery cotton to help 
separate the colours and give an illusion of the
leading between the panes of glass. 

I have also added some glitter glue around
the window bars to give the finished card a bit 
of sparkle.

Doing this throughout the year meant I had
six lovely cards ready to be given to friends at
Christmas. 

Here is a close up of a small part of the design
to show how it is worked using satin stitch.

Actual Size
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Above: Cynthia Hardy, Essex. 
Silk flower and leaf arrangement on an oval off-
cut. I have backed the aperture with foil paper
and decorated the edges with punched holly 
and Gold Label stickers.
Right: Margaret Dodd, Lincs. Quilled flowers
backed with little circles of lace make a pretty
seasonal bouquet with quilled and silk leaves.

Above: B. Aylmer, Dorset. 
A winter scene collage using foliage and card
combined with peel off stickers.

Above: D. Sinden, Oxfordshire.
Stylised, dark green, corrugated Christ-
mas trees atop a snowy hill with a 
lovely purple sky. A white gel pen was
used for the snowflakes and wording.
Above Left: Julie Reynolds, Oxfordshire. 
The different colour panels are cut with
shaped scissors and the colours used
give added depth to the background.
The dove and cross are cut from card

and the cross
is covered
with glitter
glue. The 
dove details
are drawn
with dimen-
sional paint.
Left: Audrey
Tyrer, Glossop.
Holographic
card panels
with torn mul-
berry paper
between them.
The design is
decorated with
a selection of
Gold Label
stickers.Below Right: Mavis Wright, Oxfordshire.

A fold out tree cut from corrugated
board and prettily decorated.
Below: Judy Clarke, Cornwall. 
Stamped Father Christmas with knitting
on cocktail sticks and fluffed out wool
for the beard.
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Above: Mrs N. Brixey, Bedfordshire. 
An elegant tree on maple paper background 
and a gold corrugated pot.

Above: Ruth Clarke, Conwy.
This warm and cosy fireplace collage
has been hand cut from a variety of
cards and papers. The clock is a photo-
graph from an old magazine but the
tiny cards are hand made and placed
onto the mantelpiece. Peel off stickers
were used as a final decoration.
Right: Alison Cook, Middlesex. 
Three silver painted panels placed 
evenly onto the card and decorated 
with cinnamon sticks, paper roses and
card stars. The greeting is hand written
on a piece of deckle cut card.

Right: Marie Griffin, Essex. 
This is a pretty shaker card made using
a peel off which is stuck onto white
paper and watercoloured. An acetate
panel is placed over the front and a 
border of sticky fixers round the edge
trap flakes of clear glitter. The front
panel is cut from an aperture card and
glued over the top to hide the sticky 
fixers and give a really neat finish.

Right: Jill Greenwood, West Yorkshire. 
Gold sprayed canvas background with felt
leaves cut by hand and with hand stitched
detailing.
Below: Sylvia Browne, Kent. 
Machine embroidered motifs on frayed panels
stuck onto a red deckled panel decorated with
labels and sequins.

Above: 
Janis Cantley,
Edinburgh.
Bent wire tree
threaded with
beads and
topped by a
sequin star. 
Right: 
Mavis Elliott,
Inverness. 
Lacé cut motif
with some red
paper flowers
and gold foil
leaves decorat-
ing the card.
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Below: B. Burling-Perkins, Essex. 
This is made using a label stuck onto
parchment which is embossed and
coloured. It is backed with mulberry
paper which has been torn to give a
lovely fluffy edge and mounted on 
silver corrugated paper.

Above: G.K Allen, Oxfordshire. 
Blue paint worked around a dove template with
glitter added over the paint. The olive branch is
hand painted over the blue.
Above Centre: D. Stuchbury, Bedfordshire. 
Silver and blue panels with a silver wooden 
star, shrink plastic angel and rubber stamped
wording.
Centre: Hayley Scarborough, Cheshire. 
A shaker card with white glitter snow and a 
pipe cleaner bent to make a pretty tree shape.
Below: Shirley Marr, Manchester.
A pretty winter scene made from painted parch-

ment with glitter
added to give it some
sparkle and labels
around the mount.
Below: 
Carolyn Mapleson,
Essex. 
The snowman is cut
from découpage
paper and placed on a
corrugated card back-
ground trimmed with
holly on wire, a bow
and peel off stickers.

Below: June Paterson, Motherwell. 
Half a goose egg mounted onto the card
and beautifully decorated with various
fancy gold braids, colourful beads and
gems. The gold season’s greetings stick-
ers are placed diagonally onto the card
which looks very pleasing.

Below: Joanna Lane, Berkshire.
Mulberry paper punched holly wreath,
red paper berries and a ribbon bow.
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Above:
Mrs D. James,
Southport. 
Gold Label bor-
der, words and
stars. The gold
leaves are plastic
and the Poinsettia
is made from
parchment layers
with artificial 
stamens.
Right: 
Lizzie Coope,
Norfolk. 
I have stuck on
squares of a mesh
ribbon to make
the little panels
and added paper
punched trees. I
decorated these
with holographic
dots and stars.

Below: Angela Swadling,
Gloucestershire. 
Quilled poinsettias with candles
rolled from gold paper. The
leaves are cut and embossed to
give detail and the little book 
is hand made.

Above: Ann Willams, Conwy. 
Star design using a wooden shape for the 
centre piece. The paper is vinegar marbled
(which I saw in a previous issue of the Craft
Creations magazine) and mounted onto gold
corrugated paper.
Right: Annie Jowett, Nottingham. 
An unusual 3D card with a little fold out box
behind the aperture, this holds the tree and 
gives extra depth to the finished design. The
painted wooden tree is set amongst glitter
trimmed card hills.

Above: Beth Spiller, Somerset. 
Gold crepe background with a hand painted
panel. The gold stars are hand cut with the 
writing and dots in gold pen.
Right: Margaret Wildney, Birmingham. 
A pinwheel card with little snowmen motifs
peeping through hand cut apertures, as the
wheel is turned they change their positions.
Far Right: Janet Waterhouse, West Yorkshire.
A hand painted silk design showing a polar 
bear with a colourful Robin perched on his 
back and snow falling in the background.
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Above: Amanda Coates, Menorca. A collage 
of Christmas papers, motifs, card and ribbon.

Left: Christine Adcock, Derbyshire. 
Silk painted design using colours picked out
from the background paper then decorated
with a shrink plastic badge. 

Left: Mrs Walkinshaw,
Cumbria. 
Hand painted silk
panel outlined with
silver gutta to match
the silver crepe panel.
Centre:
Gill Darlington,
Blackpool. A hand
moulded fimo manger
and baby.
Below Left: 
Hazel Gowers,
Hertfordshire. 
Painted CD back-
ground with rubber
stamped manger
scene. The Angel is
stamped onto acetate
with gold
leaf on the
reverse.

Above: Mary Pook, Somerset. 
Panelled card with four background
layers. I have cut squares out of the top
layer and backed them with Christmas
wording paper. The panels are topped
with pre-cut stars.
Left: Eifiona Davies, Wales. 
Peel off labels on acetate, coloured with
glass paints and applied using sticky
fixers on a mulberry paper background.

Above: 
Wendy Surman, Cornwall.
The poinsettia is cut from wrap-
ping paper, découpaged and
enhanced with glitter. The edges
of the card are trimmed with 
narrow ribbon.
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